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Установите соответствие тем 1-6 текстам А-Е. Занесите свои ответы в таблицу.
Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании одна тема лишняя.

  Mountain trips1.
Sea travel2.
City trips3.
How to save money4.
Beach vacations5.
Adventure travel6.

A. These trips take place in a big city, for example, Moscow, New York, London, or
Paris. The main point of these trips is usually to do some sightseeing. You can visit a
few museums or do a boat or bus tour. These trips are great because there are so
many different cultures and unique things to offer. It may be faster than some would
like for a vacation, but the great thing about it is that there are always endless
possibilities of things to do, see and taste.

B. This is what a lot of people consider a “real” vacation. It may be a way to escape
from cold weather and to get some sun. You can sit in the shade with a cold drink in
your hand. This type of holidays varies from the all-inclusive resort trip to the
romantic getaway. But no matter what you are going to do there it requires sun, nice
weather, and a change of pace from the daily routine.

C. For this, you need some type of outdoor activity. Camping, hiking and whitewater
rafting all fall under this category. But you don’t need to be terribly adventurous to
enjoy the outdoors. Even those who like a warm comfortable bed and no dangerous
activities can explore nature. State and national parks can be great destinations for
all types of travellers.

D. There is a whole subculture of people who love living aboard a big passenger
cruise liner. It's a huge part of the travel industry, and now you can take cruises all
over the world. It's a great way to see a lot of new places, without much of the hassle
of travelling from place to place. Some cruise liners are known as being 'party boats'
for college kids. And others, like Disney Cruise Liners, are great for families. It's really
a great way to get a taste of many different places. 

E. Backpacking is really a form of budget travel (as opposed to luxury travel).
Backpacking is also generally a longer-term type of travel than the typical vacation.
Many backpackers are young, but that's not always true. They carry what they need
with them and usually travel from place to place as cheaply as possible, sometimes
booking overnight trains to save money on accommodations, or staying at hostels.

A B DC E
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Find the words:

поездка
осмотр достопримечательностей
тур
отпуск, каникулы
курорт
туристический поход
пеший поход
лайнер
поезд
автобус
лодка
путешественник
пассажир

Wordsearch
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A. These trips take place in a big city, for example, Moscow, New York, London, or
Paris. The main point of these trips is usually to do some sightseeing. You can visit a
few museums or do a boat or bus tour. These trips are great because there are so
many different cultures and unique things to offer. It may be faster than some would
like for a vacation, but the great thing about it is that there are always endless
possibilities of things to do, see and taste.

B. This is what a lot of people consider a “real” vacation. It may be a way to escape
from cold weather and to get some sun. You can sit in the shade with a cold drink in
your hand. This type of holidays varies from the all-inclusive resort trip to the
romantic getaway. But no matter what you are going to do there it requires sun, nice
weather, and a change of pace from the daily routine.

C. For this, you need some type of outdoor activity. Camping, hiking and whitewater
rafting all fall under this category. But you don’t need to be terribly adventurous to
enjoy the outdoors. Even those who like a warm comfortable bed and no dangerous
activities can explore nature. State and national parks can be great destinations for
all types of travellers.

D. There is a whole subculture of people who love living aboard a big passenger
cruise liner. It's a huge part of the travel industry, and now you can take cruises all
over the world. It's a great way to see a lot of new places, without much of the hassle
of travelling from place to place. Some cruise liners are known as being 'party boats'
for college kids. And others, like Disney Cruise Liners, are great for families. It's really
a great way to get a taste of many different places. 

E. Backpacking is really a form of budget travel (as opposed to luxury travel).
Backpacking is also generally a longer-term type of travel than the typical vacation.
Many backpackers are young, but that's not always true. They carry what they need
with them and usually travel from place to place as cheaply as possible, sometimes
booking overnight trains to save money on accommodations, or staying at hostels.

Underline all the words about travelling.
Write them down in the list
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Find the odd word

 museum, city, camping, park1.

 traveller, bus, boat, cruise liner2.

 camping, sightseeing, hiking, rafting3.

 do, offer, drink, visit4.

 see, taste, save, travel5.

 consider, explore, travel, enjoy6.

 different, unique, great, daily7.

 adventurous, national, dangerous, romantic8.

 vacation, holidays, weather, destination9.

 cold, nice, comfortable, warm10.
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trips
a big city
do sightseeing
visit museums
do a boat tour
do a bus tour
different cultures
unique things
vacation
endless possibilities
see
taste
escape from
get some sun
holidays
all-inclusive resort trip
romantic getaway
a change of pace
the daily routine

What do you like about travelling?
 Tick     
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outdoor activity
camping
hiking
rafting
enjoy
dangerous activities
a warm comfortable bed
explore nature
parks
great destinations
travellers
a cruise liner
travel industry
all over the world
backpacking
budget travel
luxury travel
backpackers
carry
train
staying at hostels
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trips
a big city
do sightseeing
visit museums
do a boat tour
do a bus tour
different cultures
unique things
vacation
endless possibilities
see
taste
escape from
get some sun
holidays
all-inclusive resort trip
romantic getaway
a change of pace
the daily routine

What do you dislike about travelling?
Mark     
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outdoor activity
camping
hiking
rafting
enjoy
dangerous activities
a warm comfortable bed
explore nature
parks
great destinations
travellers
a cruise liner
travel industry
all over the world
backpacking
budget travel
luxury travel
backpackers
carry
train
staying at hostels
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Verb + Noun
take                                                 money on
do                                                    nature
explore                                             museums
do                                                    place
get                                                   at hostels
save                                                 sightseeing
stay                                                  a tour
see                                       from place to place
visit                                                  a taste of
travel                                               new places

Match the words
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Adjective + Noun
different                                           getaway
unique                                              industry
endless                                             cultures
romantic                                           parks
daily                                                 way
outdoor                                            routine
travel                                                possibilities
great                                                travel
national                                            activity
budget                                              things

Match the words
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beach
vacations

sea travel

What type of travelling is it about?

city trips

adventure
travel

budget
travel

get some sun
romantic
getaway
a change of pace

outdoor activity
explore nature
enjoy the
outdoors
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beach
vacations

sea travelcity trips

adventure
travel

do sightseeing
visit museums
do a bus tour

save money
stay at hostel
carry what you
need

see a lot of new
places
get a taste of
many places
take cruises all
over the world

budget
travel
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Fill in the gaps

sightseeing, resort, world, unique, budget, liner, national, romantic, taste, endless, daily, hostels,
destinations, activity, save, great, get, travel, do, tour, explore, pace

A. These trips take place in a big city, for example, Moscow, New York, London, or Paris.
The main point of these trips is usually to do some ______________________(1). You can visit a
few museums or _____________________(2) a boat or bus ________________(3). These trips are
great because there are so many different cities out there that have so many different
cultures and ____________________(4) things to offer. It may be faster than some would like for
a vacation, but the great thing about it is that there are always ____________________(5)
possibilities of things to do, see and taste.

B. This is what a lot of people consider a 'real' vacation. It may be a way to escape from
cold weather and to ___________________(6) some sun. You can sit in the shade with a cold
drink in your hand. This type of holidays varies from the all-inclusive ________________(7) trip
to the ________________(8) getaway. But no matter what you are going to do there it requires
sun, nice weather, and a change of ___________________(9) from the ____________________(10)
routine. 

C. For this, you need some type of outdoor _________________(11). Camping, hiking and
whitewater rafting all fall under this category. But you don't need to be terribly adventurous
to enjoy the outdoors. Even those who like a warm comfortable bed and no dangerous
activities can _______________(12) nature. State and ______________(13) parks can be great
_______________(14) for all types of travellers.

D. There is a whole subculture of people 'who love living aboard a big passenger cruise
________________(15). It's a huge part of the _________________(16) industry, and now you can
take cruises all over the _______________(17). It's a _____________(18) way to see a lot of new
places, without much of the hassle of travelling from place to place. Some cruise liners are
known as being 'party boats' for college kids. And others, like Disney Cruise Liners, are
great for families. It's really a great way to get a _________________(19) of many different
places.

E. Backpacking is really a form of ______________________(20) travel (as opposed to luxury
travel). Backpacking is also generally a longer-term type of travel than the typical vacation.
Many backpackers are young, but that's not always true. They carry what they need with
them and usually travel from place to place as cheaply as possible, sometimes booking
overnight trains to __________________(21) money on accommodations, or staying at
____________________(22).
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We can walk and ____________________ sightseeing of the park.1.
make
do
have
see
I would like to go hiking and ____________________ from the city’s
noise.

2.

escape
leave
go
run
My ________________ routine starts not very early, at 8 am.3.
weekly
monthly
daily
usually
Hiking, camping, rock climbing are __________________ activities.4.
indoor
outdoor
active
sport
During the day, the travellers __________________ nature and
admire its beauty.

5.

study
learn
examine
explore

Choose the right options to complete
the sentences
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   6.You should have a sea voyage to ____________ a taste of many        
different places.

get
have
do
give

   7. If you like to _____________________ from place to place, join us!
go
visit
travel
walk

   8. Backpacking is a form of budget travel and helps _____________
money.

keep
waste
save
have
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What type of travelling would you like
to try?
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Draw a poster for any type of
travelling
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Describe the photo you like

Remember to say:
the place
the action
the person’s appearance
whether you like the photo or not
why
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Give a talk about travelling

Remember to say:
what types of travelling you know;
what type of travelling the most popular
with young people is, and why;
what type of travelling you would like to try
and why;
what your attitude to travelling is.
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Keys:

DCBA E

2 463 5

 museum, city, camping, park1.

 traveller, bus, boat, cruise liner2.

 camping, sightseeing, hiking, rafting3.

 do, offer, drink, visit4.

 see, taste, save, travel5.

 consider, explore, travel, enjoy6.

 different, unique, great, daily7.

 adventurous, national, dangerous, romantic8.

 vacation, holidays, weather, destination9.

 cold, nice, comfortable, warm10.
take place1.
do sightseeing2.
do a tour3.
explore nature4.
get a taste of5.
save money on6.
stay at hostels7.
see new places8.
visit museums9.
travel from place to place10.

different cultures1.
unique things2.
endless possibilities3.
romantic getaway4.
daily routine5.
outdoor activity6.
travel industry7.
great way8.
national parks9.
budget travel10.

city trips
do sightseeing
visit museums
do a bus tour
beach vacations
get some sun
romantic getaway
a change of pace
adventure travel
outdoor activity
explore nature
enjoy the outdoors

budget travel
save money
stay at hostel
carry what you need

sea travel
see a lot of new places
get a taste of many places
take cruises all over the world

1. sightseeing
2. do
3. tour
4. unique
5. endless
6. get
7. resort
8. romantic
9. pace
10. daily
11. activity
12. explore
13. national
14. destinations
15. liner
16. travel
17. world
18. great
19. taste
20. budget
21. save
22. hostels

do1.
escape2.
daily3.
outdoor4.
explore5.
get6.
travel7.
save8.
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